W H AT ’ S NE W AT
O REG ON FLOWE RS ?
SPECIAL
POINTS OF
INTEREST:
FOLLOW US:
Instagram: Follow us
on Instagram to see up
to date pictures on
product coming out of
the greenhouses. We
will be posting pictures
and videos as new varieties are available.
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Pumpkin Rose Hips
Pumpkin Rose Hips are
now available!

Since 2004, we
have been working on providing
beautiful Rose
Hips. This year
we are offering
Pumpkin Rose Hips. These
amazing Pumpkin Rose Hips
come from a large pink rose

that blooms in the summer.
Once the rose sheds its petals,
the hips begin to develop. In
the Fall, the Pumpkin Rose Hips have
a thick, thorny stem
with large orange
colored hips on the
top.

A wonderful Fall product, the
red Ilex is available this year in

tiful and
unique

A stunning bunch in a vase,
they
stand

a few weeks. We are currently

product.

about two and a

The Rose Hips’ vibrant pumpkin seed pods provide a beautiful and ornamental look for the
Fall. These bright and beautiful
branches will be a nice reminder that fall is here!

Ilex
GET TO
KNOW:
Corcovado: The
beautiful orange lily
known as Corcovado is
a beautiful addition for
the Fall. Be sure you
get your order in soon
for this stunning lily!

in the process of forcing the
leaves off the stems. Once the

half to three
feet tall. This is

leaves fall off, the beautiful red

PACK: Gold and red ilex are

a highly request-

berries are visible. Please place
your orders now for this beau-

bunched in 5 stems and packed
12 bunches in a box.

ed product and
will go fast!

Oregon Flowers Intern: Thank you!
Oregon Flowers, Inc. would growing consistent quality of
like to thank Rick van der Mambo in Holland and Chile.
Berg, a 19 year old intern from During his 9 week internship,
Holland, for his hard work and Rick helped plant bulbs, cut
positive attitude during his lilies, and pack orders as well

egon Flowers, Inc. planting line.
Thank you Rick for your hard

time in Aurora. Rick comes as create an efficient system of
from a long history of lily bulb removing the lily bulbs from
growers in Holland. His family peat moss which is currently

industry.

business is well known for being implemented on the OrOregon Flowers Inc.
(503) 678-2580
www.oregonflowers.com
Jacinth@oregonflowers.com

20727 HWY 99E
P.O. Box 311
Aurora, OR 97002

work. We wish you continued
success in
the
bulb

